
How are you managing IT
contract talent performance?

What level of support are you receiving
from your IT resourcing partners ?
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Is your project at risk because of
underperforming consulting resources?
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Managed Sta�ng—ensuring better project outcomes
Attracting and retaining top technical talent is essential to delivering 
strategic technology solutions that positively impact a business’ bottom 
line and provide a competitive advantage in todays’ marketplace.  To 
help our clients achieve this, Watershed CI’s Managed Staffing approach 
delivers benefits far beyond that of traditional Staff Augmentation 
solutions. 

What makes us different
Our Managed Staffing service supplements the efforts of our clients’ 
project oversight and provides project delivery support for onsite 
resources.  Additionally, our in-house system integrators and technical 
SMEs have the specialized expertise needed to thoroughly vet our con-
sultants, providing our clients with a better level of assessment and 
validation than the average agency. 

Watershed CI’s unique approach coupled with our enhanced vetting 
capabilities maximizes our clients’ ability to deliver strategic projects 
while mitigating the risks associated with underperforming resources.

Our Approach
At the onset of an engagement, we assign an experienced Engagement 
Lead who is responsible for ensuring the quality of delivery, provides an 
additional level of project governance and proactively supports the 
consultant on the delivery of the contracted services. 

This hands-on approach ensures transparency and provides valuable 
insight, enabling us to address any concerns or issues early and avoid 
any potential pitfalls that could impact the success of the engagement.

The Engagement Lead will meet with both client and
consultant at the beginning of the engagement in order to:

        Understand the project deliverables, milestones 
        and governance structure, as well as the client’s 
        methods and processes
        Determine the role and responsibility of the delivery 
        resource
        Schedule bi-weekly touch points with both the client 
        and consultant to proactively monitor the quality of 
        the services being delivered
        Address any concerns or issues that could impact 
        performance and success 
        Provide necessary mentoring and coaching to onsite 
        resources
        Provide access to a range of technical support,
        methodologies, tools and IP to ensure a positive 
        engagement with the client

Simply put, we will have a rock-solid understanding of the 
scope of the project, the consultant’s responsibilities, the 
technical knowledge and capabilities, and how success will 
be measured.  At the end of the day, Watershed CI is your 
end-to-end delivery partner.



Straightforward solutions from industry experts
Watershed CI is a Toronto based consulting firm dedicated to helping clients deliver strategic technology initiatives. Our customized 
resource management solutions supplement internal capability, bridge technical skill gaps and deliver results. Over the years WCI has 
helped hundreds of clients achieve success with a wide range of technology and business transformation services across both Canada 
and the US.  
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Industry Knowledge:
WCI pride themselves on ensuring that clients receive practical, 
relevant, and personalized solutions and have extensive
experience working with a broad spectrum of industries:

  Advanced Technology 
 Utilities
 Financial Services 
 Higher Education
 Public Sector
 Pharma
 Home Services
 Healthcare
 Construction and Engineering
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Technology Expertise:
WCI specializes in the strategic execution and delivery of
business and IT projects and have extensive experience
working on a multitude of projects:

 ERP Implementations
 Cloud Computing Solutions
 Dev Ops
 Change Management
 Project Management & PMO’s
 Software Development & Testing
     Networks & Infrastructure
     Security
     Architecture 
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Our Team
Watershed CI is comprised of senior level professionals with a wealth of knowledge and experience. They have passion for their work 
and their clients, moving seamlessly between C-suite and strategy one minute to rolling up their sleeves and being hands on the next, 
whenever it’s needed. This level of dedication has seen them become trusted leaders and advisors to their clients in the areas of 
business and technology transformations.

We’re here for you, speak to someone today.
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Steve Jobs was once quoted as saying his top talent is worth anywhere form 50-100 times more than the average talent that surrounds 
him. How much is that type of talent worth to you?

We are Watershed CI and we cannot wait to work with you.
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